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Abstract: The road network of India is over 52,31,922 kms. 

During 2015 , the total number of traffic accidents were 

4,96,762 with 4,86,567 persons were  injured and 1,77,423 

were killed.In order to avoid such road accidents, the 

collision of pedestrian with the vehicle on the highway 

should be prevented. So an approach for automatic lane 

and pedestrian detection on highways to prevent road 

accidents using deep learning and computer vision 

techniques is proposed. The pedestrian detection is done 

using tensorflow and HOG detector. Lane detection 

ensures that the vehicles are within the lane constraints 

and avoids the collision with vehicles on the nearby lanes. 

Keywords: Computer Vision, HOG detector, Lane 

detection, pedestrian detection 

              

                I.INTRODUCTION 

During 2015,97.3% of total traffic accidents took place in 

53 mega cities. Out of which, 9.3% of  the total road 

accidents were reported in Chennai. During 2015, 

maximum fatal road accidents by two wheelers are 43,540 

deaths, trucks/lorries are 28,910 deaths, cars  are 18,506 

deaths and buses  are 12,408 deaths. Majority of deaths due 

to two wheelers accidents were reported in TamilNadu. 

Inorder to avoid these fatal accidents, Pedestrian and Lane 

detection is proposed. Pedestrians are detected using 

tensorflow and  HOG detector.Lane detection is done to 

ensure that the vehicle follows the lane assigned to it and  

does not collide or interfere with the vehicles in the other 

lanes. 

II. PEDESTRIAN DETECTION 

A. HOG Detector 

HOG stands for Histograms of Oriented Gradients. HOG is 

a type of “feature descriptor” whose motive is to generalize 

the object in such a way that the same object produces as 

close as possible to the same feature descriptor. Fig. 1 

shows the detection of pedestrians in a real time video using 

HOG detector. The pedestrians are detected using the 

bounding boxes in  Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the elapsed time 

obtained for the detections. 

 

 
  Fig. 1. Pedestrian detection using HOG detector in a real 

time video 

 

So the task of classification is made easier. Support Vector 

Machine is used to recognize HOG descriptors of people. 

The HOG person detector uses a sliding detection window 

Technique.  

 

 
 

         Fig. 2.  Measure of Elapsed time for detections 
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The window is moved around the image. HOG descriptor is 

computed at each position of the detector window. Then the  

SVM classifies it as either “person” or “not a person”. To 

recognize persons at different scales, the image is resized to 

multiple sizes. The HOG person detector uses a detection 

window that is 64 pixels wide by 128 pixels tall.HOG needs 

a grayscale image.To generate detection boxes ,the HOG 

detector returns slightly larger rectangles than the real 

objects. so we slightly shrink the rectangles to get a better 

output.The captured  real time video is given as the input. 

Elapsed time is calculated for the detections. The detection 

boxes are drawn using the coordinates in the frames.  

B. Object Detection using Tensorflow 

Tensorflow uses Deep Learning for computation. The 

TensorFlow Object Detection API framework enables to 

construct, train and deploy object detection. This API 

detects objects in images or video using bounding boxes. 

Detection, Recognition and localization of multiple objects 

within an image is done. The workflow of object detection 

involves Feature extraction, Classification and Testing. 

Feature extraction extracts features from the input images. 

Using the extracted features, the class of the image is 

determined.  

Initially the necessary packages are installed. COCO dataset 

is used for detection. So the model which is trained on this 

dataset is downloaded. COCO dataset contains around 

330K labeled images. For training the detection model, 

width and  height are required for each image .The 

bounding box is the frame that captures the class in the 

image. A real time video is given as input. Processing a 

video file will take three steps 

1. Convert the video to images frames 

2. Process the images 

3. Convert the  processed images to output videos 

The output consists of the detection of objects with labels 

and  detection scores of that object being similar to the 

training data. Fig. 3 shows the detection of pedestrians in a 

real time video using tensorflow with labels and detection 

scores. 

METHODOLOGY FOR OBJECT DETECTION 

Import the necessary packages 
 Packages such as numpy,scipy,opencv,Matplotlib, 

MoviePy,Tensorflow are imported.These packages are     

necessary for detection in a video. 

Collect Images 

COCO Dataset is a large-scale dataset used for object 

detection, segmentation, and captioning. It is used to 

provide the images necessary for detection. 

Generate Annotation 
Annotation is the process of labelling data in the form of 

text. The annotated data is used to recognize similar 

patterns in a new data.  

 

Fig. 3. Pedestrian detection using tensorflow with labels and 

detection scores 

 

Training Data 

 It provides an algorithm to learn from the training data. The 

output is the model that captures these patterns. 

Testing  
Test the model on the real time video. The video is parsed 

into frames and the object detection is done on each frame. 

Detection boxes and detection scores are generated.  

 

III. LANE DETECTION 

When driving a vehicle, the lanes acts as the reference lines. 

The lanes guide the driver to steer the vehicle in the right 

direction. Lane detection plays a crucial role in ensuring 

that the vehicles are within the lane constraints and avoids 

the collision with vehicles on the nearby lanes. The lane 

lines are detected using computer vision algorithms. Fig. 4 

shows the detection of the appropriate lane. Fig. 5 shows 

the total time taken for detection of  lane. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Detection of the appropriate lane 
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B. Methodology for lane detection 

Convert frame to grayscale. So the RGB frames are to be 

converted to grayscale. The color of the lane lines are 

yellow and white. Masks are created for yellow and white 

pixels. Gaussian smoothing is applied. This filter suppresses 

the noise by computing the average of the neighboring 

pixels. In the next step, the Canny edge detection is applied. 

It is used to parse the pixel values according to their 

directional derivative or  gradient. The driver need not focus 

on the vehicles in the other lane. So an additional mask is 

created to focus on the "region of interest" in front of the 

vehicle. To work only with the relevant edges, set 

everything outside of the ROI to black/zero. The slope is 

calculated using the formula in (1). 

                             slope=(y2-y1)/(x2-x1)      (1)                                                                                                                                      

 

The pixels in XY space are converted to a line in Hough 

space. A line is said to exist in XY space ,where the lines in 

Hough space intersect. Each individual line returned by 

hough is examined to determine if the line is in left or right 

lane using its slope. Using the extrema of the lines 

generated, two averaged lines across frames for a smooth 

video playback is created. Draw the lines to each frame. A 

real time video taken in a lane is given as the input. The 

input video is  processed  to detect the appropriate lane 

within which the vehicle is moving.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Total time taken for detection of  lane  

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The detection of pedestrians using the HOG detector detects 

pedestrians with detection boxes. In object detection using 

tensorflow, the objects are detected using the bounding boxes 

with detection scores and labels. Lane detection ensures that 

the vehicle travels in its appropriate lane. It does not interfere 

with vehicles on the other lanes. Using the approach for 

automatic lane and pedestrian detection on highways using 

computer vision techniques, road accidents can be prevented 

and fatal issues can be avoided. 
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